Abstract. 2014 We discuss theoretically the analog of the Helfrich-Hurault instability for a smectic cylinder (as opposed to the usual case of a flat slab). The smectic layers are initially in a ideal concentric cylinder conformation. It is then assumed that (using for instance a temperature pulse of adequate sign) the layers are put under tension. Then an undulation instability can set in, at a certain optimal wave vector q* parallel to the cylinder axis. We discuss the distortion field at threshold : it is significantly more complex than in the slab problem. The wave vector q* might be revealed in the beaded textures observed by Cladis [2] in terms of thermodynamic fluctuations of the smectic layer displacement field u(r) leading to the prediction that the bead radius ro should vary as ro ~--n(2 RA) 1/2 (1) Here R is radius of the cylinder and A = (K1/B)1/2 ; Ki is the splay elastic constant and B the elastic modulus associated with compression of the smectic layers [3] . The [3] . If the amplitude of the oscillation is large enough, the distorted structure may switch to permanent defects : our assumption is that the repeat period of the defects coincides with the repeat period of the original smooth undulation : We study the onset by standard elasticity theory. The opposite regime of developed instability and the precise nature of the defects (focal conics or more special deformations) have been discussed by Kleman [4] .
The analysis of onset is, however, much more delicate than for the slab problem. Two features will be seen to be essential :
a) The deformed sample just below threshold is not uniformly dilated but the dilation decreases with the distance r from the axis like 1 /r.
b) The unstable mode is not uniform in space, and is somewhat concentrated in the central region. 3) More systematic experiments could be performed driving the instability by a mechanical means rather than by thermal pulses -imposing for instance a pressure difference between the inside and the outside of the container.
